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Computer simulations based on the particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision method are performed to study

the plasma characteristics and especially the transition in electron heating mechanisms in a hybrid direct

current (dc)/dual-frequency (DF) capacitively coupled CF4 discharge. When applying a superposed dc

voltage, the plasma density first increases, then decreases, and finally increases again, which is in good

agreement with experiments. This trend can be explained by the transition between the four main

heating modes, i.e., DF coupling, dc and DF coupling, dc source dominant heating, and secondary

electron dominant heating. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882297]

I. INTRODUCTION

Dual-frequency (DF) capacitively coupled radio fre-

quency (CCRF) discharges are widely used for industrial

applications, such as etching and deposition processes.1,2 In

many of these applications, reactive electronegative gases

such as CF4
1 are required.

The concept of a traditional DF CCRF discharge3–8 is

driving the plasma with two substantially different frequen-

cies to achieve separate control of ion flux and energy. The

low frequency (LF) component usually operates with large

voltage amplitude to control the ion energy and angular dis-

tributions, whereas the high frequency (HF) component with

small voltage amplitude is typically used to determine the

plasma density and ion flux. Lai et al.9 and Yamaguchi

et al.10,11 have experimentally shown that the plasma density

and the etch rate can be increased by introducing an extra

negative direct current (dc) potential to the RF discharge.

Yamaguchi et al. also pointed out that the superposed nega-

tive dc bias can significantly improve the selectivity of the

etching of SiOCH over SiC in a DF CF4 discharge.

Therefore, this kind of hybrid dc/RF plasma source has

received increased attention recently in both industrial and

academic fields.11–20

When a negative dc voltage is applied to the electrode,

the sheath structure is determined by the superposition of a

dc sheath and an RF sheath.12,13 Under the effect of the large

potential drop in the dc/RF sheath, ions are attracted to bom-

bard the dc electrode continuously, and abundant secondary

electrons are thus emitted and accelerated toward the plasma.

It is generally believed that these high energy secondary

electrons play an important role in determining the beneficial

characteristics in dc/RF plasmas. Kawamura et al.12,13

pointed out by means of one-dimensional (1D) and two-

dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision

(PIC/MCC) simulations that the mean secondary electron

energy increases upon the introducing of an extra dc source

to the discharge, which results in an overall increase in

the discharge efficiency, i.e., the effective energy loss for the

generation of one electron-ion pair decreases, and conse-

quently the plasma density increases. At somewhat higher

pressures, Jiang et al.14 found similar results with lower sec-

ondary electron emission coefficients, again by using 1D

PIC/MCC simulations. They reported that a one-side a–c dis-

charge mode transition occurred with increasing dc voltage

near the dc electrode. By performing test particle Monte

Carlo simulations, Denpoh and Ventzek15,16 showed that

adding the dc source results in a small peak, which corre-

sponds to the maximum energy of high energy secondary

electrons, appearing in the tail of the electron energy distri-

bution function (EEDF). Xu et al.17 later confirmed their

result experimentally. Furthermore, Wang et al.18 and

Diomede et al.20 studied the detailed dependency relation-

ship of the peak of maximum electron energy (in the EEDF)

on the source voltage in different discharge configurations,

by using a 2D hybrid plasma equipment model and a

PIC-MCC/fluid hybrid model, respectively. They both

pointed out that these highly directional electrons may allevi-

ate the differential charging of the bottom and sidewalls in

case of insulating films.

However, although a lot of effort has been put in the

study of dc superposed CCRF discharges and in the effect of

secondary electrons in hybrid dc/RF discharges, the depend-

ence of the secondary electron behavior on the dc bias and

the effect of other inherent factors, such as the coupling of

dc and RF voltage, in a DF electronegative gas discharge are

still unclear. In this paper, we pay particular attention to the

heating mechanisms at different dc voltages in hybrid dc/DF

CCRF CF4 discharges by means of self-consistent PIC/MCC

simulations. It will be shown that when the dc voltage is

comparable to the LF source amplitude, the coupling of dc

and DF voltage will become the main heating mechanism,

and this gives rise to an increase in the plasma density.

When the dc voltage is slightly larger than the LF source am-

plitude, the dc bias will dominate the discharge and this

results in a compressed bulk region and hence a decrease of

the plasma density. However, when the dc voltage becomes

high enough, the high energy secondary electrons originatinga)qzzhangdlut@gmail.com
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from the dc electrode contribute most to the ionization, which

gives rise to an increase of the plasma density again. This cal-

culated trend of plasma density with rising dc voltage has

been compared with experimental data operated with similar

parameters in a commercially available dual-frequency CCP

reactor, and good agreement has been achieved. This paper is

organized as follows: in Sec. II, the details of the simulations

are outlined. Results are presented in Sec. III, where we show

the variation of plasma density with rising dc voltage, and dis-

cuss the transitions between different heating modes. A short

conclusion is drawn in Sec. IV.

II. PIC/MCC COUPLED SIMULATIONS

We employ here a 1D3V (one dimensional in space and

three-dimensional in velocity) electrostatic PIC method

coupled with a MCC model21–23 to simulate a symmetric dis-

charge with two parallel plate electrodes separated by a gap

of L¼ 3 cm and filled with pure CF4 gas at 70 mTorr. One

electrode at x¼ 0 is driven by a negative dc source and a LF

source and the other electrode at x¼L is powered by an HF

source. The driving voltage waveform of the LF and HF

source is Vlf sinð2pflf tÞ and Vhf sinð2pfhf tÞ, where flf and fhf

correspond to the LF of 2 MHz and HF of 60 MHz, respec-

tively, and Vlf, Vhf are their voltage amplitudes. In the simu-

lation, Vlf is kept at 250 V, and Vhf is set at 210 V.

In experimental systems with a blocking capacitor in the

external circuit, the dc component of the current cannot go

through the capacitor. When introducing a dc source, the cor-

responding dc current can only flow between the dc electrode

and the grounded chamber wall. However, including the

chamber wall is beyond the scope of our 1D model. Hence,

if a blocking capacitor is still used in our 1D model, the

charges will accumulate on the capacitor, and a self-bias will

be generated to compensate for the applied dc voltage, until

the net dc bias between the two electrodes becomes zero.

Therefore, in this work, we do not consider any blocking

capacitors, and the RF and dc voltage source are applied to

the electrodes directly, as is widely done in many previous

simulations.12–16,20 By means of this method, the effect of

the additional dc voltage can be studied with a 1D model.

Four types of charged species, i.e., CFþ3 ; CF�3 , F� ions,

and the electrons are traced in the code. In the Monte Carlo

collision part, we take into account the same collision proc-

esses as in Ref. 24. Both the ion-induced and electron-induced

secondary-electron emission are considered. The initial veloc-

ities of these secondary electrons are calculated from the

Maxwellian distribution at an average electron temperature of

3 eV. The secondary electrons are emitted toward the plasma

in an isotropic way.

An explicit scheme is used in all simulations. The space

step dx is fixed to 3.0� 10�5 m, and the time steps dte for

electrons and dti for ions are fixed to 1.0� 10�11 s and

1.6� 10�10 s, respectively. When the discharge reaches equi-

librium, the values of dx/k and xpe � dt are 0.60� 0.78 and

0.10� 0.14, respectively, where k is the Debye length

and xpe is the plasma frequency. We use at least 200

super-particles per cell for all the simulations, which satisfies

the convergence conditions as discussed by Turner,25 and we

typically run the code for over 600 LF cycles to reach conver-

gence. The initial ion and electron temperatures are set as

0.026 eV and 3 eV, respectively. All the presented results in

this paper are calculated after the plasma reaches equilibrium.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Effect of dc bias on the plasma density

In Figure 1, we show the calculated time-averaged den-

sity profiles of the various plasma species in a DF discharge

without additional dc bias. The ion-induced and electron-

induced secondary-electron emission coefficients, ci and ce,

are taken as 0.3 and 0.2,26 respectively. As can be seen, all

the species have a symmetric and concave density profile

and the electron density is much higher than the negative ion

density, i.e., the discharge is mainly electropositive at the

conditions under study. This is in agreement with other pub-

lished results, which were also obtained at low pressure.27,28

Figure 2 shows the calculated time-averaged electron

density profiles for various dc voltages, in comparison to ex-

perimental data, obtained from Ref. 11. These experiments

were carried out using a DF-CCRF reactor in which the HF

(60 MHz) source and a negative dc source were simultane-

ously applied to one electrode, and the LF (13.56 MHz)

source was applied at the other electrode. The distance

between the electrodes is fixed at 35 mm. A mixture of Ar,

N2 and c – C4F8 gases of 40 mTorr was introduced. Note that

in our simulations, the LF source and a negative dc source

were applied to one electrode, whereas the other electrode

was powered by the HF source. Hence, this is not exactly the

same as in the experiments. However, due to the symmetry

of the 1D model, it makes no difference to which electrode

the power source is applied; and since the discharge parame-

ters in the experiments are very similar with our simulations,

the qualitative comparison shown in Figure 2 is thus

reasonable.

Note that the experimental plasma densities were plotted

on a relative axial position normalized by the electrode gap

distance. In the simulation results (Figure 2(a)), the addition

of a dc voltage results in a shift of the plasma bulk away

FIG. 1. Calculated time-averaged density profiles of the various plasma spe-

cies in a DF discharge operated at 70 mTorr, without dc voltage.
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from the dc-powered electrode, and at the same time the

plasma bulk is largely compressed and the electron density

profile changes from concave to parabolic around �300 V dc

bias. A minor shift of the plasma bulk away from the dc-

powered electrode and a minor change in profile can also be

deduced from the experimental density profiles (Figure

2(b)), but the effect is not so pronounced. It should be noted

that the pressure used in the simulation (70 mTorr) is some-

what higher than in the experiment (40 mTorr), which makes

that the local motion of electrons becomes more dominant.

Indeed, at higher pressure, the velocity of the electrons is

damped dramatically by the frequent collisions with neutral

species. Thus, the calculated density profiles are somewhat

different from the experimental results, and the peak density

appears where most ionization occurs (see further in

Sec. III B below). The relatively larger shift of the plasma

bulk in the simulations is probably due to the limitation of the

1D model in which the geometrical factor cannot be consid-

ered. The geometrical asymmetry in a CCP reactor may cause

a small dc self-bias, which can compensate to some degree for

the applied dc bias.13 Finally, the calculated electron density

values are a factor of 2 lower than the measured values, which

we consider still as a reasonable agreement, in view of the

complexity of the model and the differences in the discharge

parameters between simulation and experiment.

The calculated peak values of the electron density are plot-

ted as a function of dc bias in Figure 3, together with the meas-

ured values, adopted from Ref. 11. The peak value of the

calculated electron density first increases when adding a small

dc bias (up to �200 V), then it decreases for slightly higher

negative dc bias values (up to �400 V), and finally it increases

again at high enough negative dc voltages (between �400 and

�600 V). This behavior is in qualitative agreement with the ex-

perimental results, although the trend is a bit less pronounced

for the initial rise and subsequent drop. In Sec. III B, we will try

to elucidate the underlying physics responsible for this trend.

B. Heating mode transitions

Figure 4(a) shows the calculated time-averaged ioniza-

tion rate profiles for various dc voltages. The peak in the ion-

ization rate near the HF powered electrode (at x¼ 3 cm)

decreases monotonically with rising dc voltage, and hence

the profile shifts from a double peak distribution to a single

peak. This explains the change in electron density profiles

shown in Figure 2. The spatially integrated ionization rate is

plotted vs. dc voltage in Figure 4(b). It is clear that the total

ionization rate exhibits the same trend upon increasing dc

voltage as the electron density (cf. Figure 3), i.e., it first

increases, then decreases, and finally increases again with

rising dc voltage. Hence, the ionization rate is directly re-

sponsible for the variation of electron density with dc bias.

For a deeper understanding of this behavior, we show

the spatiotemporal ionization rates for different dc voltages

in Figure 5. As illustrated in Figure 5(a), when the dc source

is not applied, the maximum ionization rate appears during

the phase of LF sheath collapse, which corresponds to the

DF coupling effect.29,30 Generally, the amplitude of the

sheath oscillation depends on the local ion density, i.e., for a

given sheath, if the ion density is low at the position of

sheath oscillation, the corresponding amplitude of the sheath

oscillation is large.31 Due to flux continuity and the fact that

FIG. 2. Time-averaged calculated (a) and measured11 (b) electron density profiles for various dc voltages.

FIG. 3. Calculated (dashed line) and measured11 (solid line) peak values of

the electron density versus dc voltage. The experimental data were adopted

with permission from T. Yamaguchi et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 45,

025203 (2012). Copyright 2012 IOP publishing.
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the ions are accelerated toward the electrode in the sheath,

the ion density decreases monotonically from the plasma

bulk toward the electrode in CCRF discharges. The ion den-

sity is thus very low in the thin LF sheath at the collapse

phase, which results in a very large amplitude of HF sheath

oscillations and consequently in very high ionization rates.

When applying a dc source of �200 V to the bottom

electrode, the behavior of the spatiotemporal distribution of

the ionization rate is quite different within the two LF half-

periods, as shown in Figure 5(b). The total voltage of dc and

LF source is Vdc þ jVlf sinð2pflf tÞj and Vdc � jVlf sinð2pflf tÞj
in the two half-periods, respectively. In the first LF half-

period, the negative dc bias is reduced to a certain extent by

the LF source, especially during the phase of LF sheath col-

lapse, when the LF voltage has the maximum value and the

sheath becomes particular thin. In contrast, the net voltage

on the bottom electrode becomes more negative than the

applied dc bias in the second LF half-period, thus the plasma

bulk, i.e., the corresponding volume where ionization occurs

at low pressure, is greatly compressed and the ionization rate

FIG. 4. (a) Calculated time-averaged ionization rate profiles for various dc voltages; (b) Spatially integrated values of the ionization rate as a function of dc

voltage.

FIG. 5. Spatiotemporal distribution of the ionization rate (in units of 1020 m�3s�1) for one LF period with dc voltages of (a) 0 V, (b) �200 V, (c) �400 V, and

(d)�600 V.
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becomes very small. Besides, it should be noted that for

most of the time of the LF period, the sheath close to the dc

electrode is very large, and the plasma density in the sheath

is extremely low (as shown in Figure 2(a)). Similar to the DF

coupling effect above, this extremely low density causes a

very large amplitude of HF sheath oscillations and very high

ionization rates (almost twice the value without the dc

source) around the phase of LF sheath collapse in the first LF

half-period. Thus, the overall ionization rate and hence the

plasma density increases, compared with the case without

the dc source, as seen in Figures 4(b) and 3. We attribute this

to the coupling of the dc and DF sources.

When further increasing the dc voltage to �400 V, the

dc voltage cannot be reduced very much, because the ampli-

tude of the LF source is only 250 V. Although the maximum

ionization rate still appears around the phase of LF sheath

collapse in the first LF half-period, the bulk plasma width is

considerably reduced all over the LF period and the overall

ionization drops, which leads to a decrease of the plasma

density, as illustrated in Figures 4(b) and 3.

When further increasing the dc voltage to �600 V, the

dc sheath becomes larger all over the LF period, and the ioni-

zation rate behaves quite differently from the previous cases.

Indeed, more ionization appears in the bulk, around the

phase of the large LF sheath, rather than at the edge of the

sheath. This indicates that the plasma is maintained by sec-

ondary electron ionization instead of stochastic heating.

Indeed, continuous ion bombardment on the dc electrode,

because of the high dc voltage, induces an abundant flux of

secondary electrons, which can be accelerated in the large

dc/RF sheath to achieve high energy and give rise to a lot of

ionization in the bulk. The discharge thus switches from

the a mode to the c mode,26 even at this low pressure of

70 mTorr, which results in an increase of the plasma density

again.

To summarize, the variation in electron density with ris-

ing dc voltage, as plotted in Figure 3, can be understood as

follows: when a small dc voltage is applied (up to �200 V),

two competitive effects in one LF period are observed. In the

first LF half-period, the amplitude of the HF sheath oscilla-

tions and consequently the stochastic heating are enhanced

upon increasing dc voltage. In the last LF half-period, the

plasma bulk width is largely reduced and hence the Ohmic

heating rate in the bulk drops. However, the overall ioniza-

tion rate increases with rising dc voltage for the parameters

studied here, which leads to an increase of the electron den-

sity, as seen in Figure 3. In this range of low applied dc vol-

tages, the main heating mechanism is the coupling of the dc

and DF sources.

When the dc voltage is larger than the amplitude of the

LF source, the dc voltage cannot be compensated, com-

pletely, even at the phase when the LF voltage has the maxi-

mum value. The dc bias will dominate the discharge and the

plasma bulk width is reduced over the entire LF period.

Therefore, the overall ionization rate and hence the electron

density decreases.

When further increasing the dc voltage, the secondary

electrons gradually dominate the discharge. The discharge

thus switches from the a mode to the c mode26 at high

enough dc voltage, which results in an increase of the elec-

tron density again. The exact value of the dc voltage at

which the electron density starts increasing again depends on

the discharge pressure and material properties, more specifi-

cally, this value should be smaller at higher pressure or for

electrode material with a larger secondary electron emission

coefficient. Indeed, at high pressure, the secondary electrons

will experience more collisions with neutral species, when

going through the plasma bulk, hence contributing more to

ionization. Similarly, there will be more secondary electrons

emitted from a material with larger secondary electron emis-

sion coefficient. Both of these will promote the transition of

the discharge from the a mode to the c mode.

IV. CONCLUSION

We investigated the effect of electron heating in hybrid

dc/DF CCRF discharges operated in CF4 by means of 1D

PIC/MCC simulations. The variation of plasma density with

rising dc bias was compared with experimental data, and

good qualitative agreement was reached. Four heating modes

were observed in this hybrid dc/DF discharge: when no dc

bias is applied, the discharge is mainly maintained by the DF

coupling effect. When the dc voltage is comparable to the

LF source amplitude, the coupling effect of dc and DF volt-

age becomes the main heating mechanism, and causes an

increase of the plasma density. When the dc voltage is

slightly larger than the LF source amplitude, the dc bias

dominates the discharge and results in a compressed bulk

region and hence a decrease of the plasma density. Finally,

when the dc voltage becomes high enough, the high energy

secondary electrons originating from the dc electrode con-

tribute most to the ionization, which gives rise to an increase

of the plasma density again.
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